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Abstrat:We explore the holographi priniple in the ontext of asymptotially at spae-
times by means of the asymptoti symmetry group of this lass of spae-times, the so alled
Bondi-Metzner-Sahs (BMS) group. In partiular we onstrut a (free) eld theory living
at future (or past) null innity invariant under the ation of the BMS group. Eventually
we analyse the quantum aspets of this theory and we explore how to relate the orrelation
funtions in the boundary and in the bulk.
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1. Introdution
Sine 't Hooft foundational paper [1℄, the holographi priniple played a key role in improv-
ing our understanding on the nature of gravitational degrees of freedom in a quantum eld
theory over a urved bakground. Originally the priniple was proposed in order to solve
the apparent information paradox of blak holes by means of a theory living on a lower
dimensional hypersurfae (usually the boundary) with respet to bulk spae-time where all
the physial information of the manifold is enoded. Moreover, motivated by the Beken-
stein entropy formula, the density of data on the holographi sreen should not exeed
the Plank density whih implies that there is a high redundany in the way we usually
ount degrees of freedom in a quantum eld theory sine if we exite more than
A
4 degrees
of freedom, we end up with a blak hole.
A way to expliitly realize the holographi priniple is based on the reonstrution of
the bulk starting diretly from boundary data explaining how they are generated, their
dynamis and mainly how they an reprodue lassial spae-time geometry. An example
is the AdS/CFT orrespondene [2℄ (see [3℄ for a reent review) where, in the low energy
limit, a supergravity theory living on AdSd × M10−d is a SU(N) onformal gauge eld
theory living on the boundary of AdS. The whole approah is based on the assumption
of the equivalene of partition sum of gravity and gauge theory one asymptotially AdS
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boundary onditions are imposed on the bulk spae-time. Thus it seems rather natural
to investigate whether we ould nd a similar holographi desription one we hoose a
dierent lass of manifolds and thus of boundary onditions. In this paper we will address
this problem for asymptotially at spae-times, a senario where the quest for nding a
suitable holographi desription is extremely dierent from its AdS ounterpart. Just to
mention one, a key dierene lies in the geometrial aspet of the hypersurfae where the
holographi data are enoded sine, while in AdS the boundary is a Lorentzian hypersurfae,
in an asymptotially at manifold it is a null submanifold; this implies a greater diulty
than in AdS if one wishes to onstrut a theory living on the boundary.
Up to now dierent approahes have been proposed: in a reent one [4℄ [5℄, a Minkowski
bakground is onsidered and it is divided in AdS and dS slies; the idea is to apply
separately both AdS/CFT and dS/CFT orrespondene and then path together the results.
This approah is interesting but it is limited up to now only to the at manifold and it is
unlear how to extend it to a generi asymptotially at spae-time
1
.
In this paper, instead, we ontinue along the road of [7℄, [8℄ where the holographi
priniple has been explored in asymptotially at spae-times by means of the asymptoti
symmetry group at null innity ℑ±, namely the Bondi-Metzner-Sahs group (BMS). Sine
in Penrose intrinsi onstrution of ℑ±, the BMS is the dieomorphism group preserving
the boundary metri, the underlying idea in the previous works was, besides pointing out
the dierenes between the at and the AdS senario, to study the key ingredients of a
eld theory living on ℑ± invariant under a dieomorphism transformation. In partiular in
[7℄, by means of pure group theoretial tehniques, we have shown the ontent of the full
partile spetrum of a BMS eld theory (riher than in a Poinaré invariant senario), the
possible wave funtions and the assoiated equations of motion. Moreover, in [8℄, we have
related the (unfaithful) representation of the BMS group with the infrared setors of a pure
gravitational system at null innity and we have shown that it is possible to onstrut the
dynami of the BMS free partiles namely their Hamiltonians; the surprising result is the
existene of a one to one orrespondene between the (ovariant) phase spae of BMS and
Poinaré massive SU(2) partile and between BMS SO(2) and Poinaré E(2) partiles. This
implies that the boundary theory already at a lassial level enodes all the information
from the bulk (Poinaré invariant) theory; nonetheless this is not suient to laim about
an holographi orrespondene sine the latter is fully manifest at a quantum level and we
still lak a proper understanding of the quantum BMS eld theory not to mention a way
to reonstrut bulk data (orrelation funtions in partiular) from boundary ones.
In this paper, where we adopt the language from the previous works, we address this problem
starting from the free BMS elds; in partiular we onstrut the BMS ations for all the
possible wave funtions and we study through path-integral tehniques both the partition
funtion and the 2-point orrelation funtion for the leading example of a free massive (and
massless) salar eld. Let us emphasize that we have hosen the ase of a spinless partile
only for sake of simpliity but, as we will larify in the paper, the result ould be easily
obtained for any other eld. Another natural question onerns the role of interations
1
Another reent paper [6℄ suggests to relate holography in a Rii at spae-time to a Goursat problem
i.e. a harateristi problem in a Lorentzian setting.
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both in the bulk and in the boundary; we will not diretly address this problem in this
paper sine we believe that, before understanding the nature of a andidate holographi
orrespondene for free elds, the above question is premature. Nonetheless we wish to
emphasize that the a key step in order to analyse the holographi ounterpart of a bulk
interation would be to learn how interations ould be implemented in the boundary BMS
eld theory. At a lassial level, the analysis performed in [8℄ suggests that we have to draw a
distintion: if we onsider a boundary partile suh as a BMS salar eld φ interating with
a non trivial potential (a anonial example is V (φ) = λ4!φ
4
), the (ovariant) phase spae
an be onstruted as in the free eld senario and the 1:1 orrespondene with the bulk
ounterpart should hold without modiations as it an be inferred from the analysis in the
next setion. Instead, a ompletely dierent senario arises if we onsider gauge interations
sine we still lak a way to ouple a BMS invariant eld with a gauge potential; tehniques
suh as the minimal substitution, whih have been made preise at a mathematial level in
[9℄, [10℄ and [11℄, fail in a BMS setting sine they strongly rely on sympleti deformation
tehniques proper of nite dimensional manifolds; thus the anonial overall proess of
substituting in an Hamiltonian framework the momentum pµ with pµ − eAµ as in QED,
annot be blindly applied to the innite dimensional alulus proper of a BMS eld theory
unless a proedure similar to the one proposed by Weinstein in [11℄ is developed within this
setting. Thus the analysis of the role of bulk gauge elds is premature and, in this paper,
we will not address further this point leaving it for a future analysis.
Instead, we will propose an answer to the question of the reonstrution of the bulk
spae-time via data on ℑ± by means of the so alled null surfae formulation of general
relativity. In this peuliar approah it is possible to reprodue up to a onformal fator the
metri (satisfying Einstein vauum eld equations) starting from a single funtion whih is
a solution of the light one equation. This funtion depends both on a bulk point xa and
on the oordinates over S2 and if we keep xa xed it is dened on null innity and thus
it is a boundary data. Using this peuliar formulation of Einstein theory, we will be able
to relate boundary and bulk 2-point orrelation funtion in Minkowski bakground and we
will draw as well some onlusions in a generi bakground.
Outline of the paper
The organization of the paper is the following: in setion 2 we review the onstrution both
of the kinematial and of the dynamial data for the lassial BMS eld theory. Sine all
the analysis is performed in a momentum frame, in setion 3 we swith to the oordinate
frame through a peuliar tehnique proper of innite dimensional alulus. In setion 4 we
onstrut the Lagrangian for the BMS eld and in partiular for the spei ase of a massive
salar eld; the results from this setion allow us to study via path-integral the partition
funtion in setion 5 where we also onstrut the 2-point orrelation funtion. In setion 6
we formulate a onjeture to relate the boundary with the bulk data through the formalism
of null surfae formulation of general relativity. Moreover for sake of ompleteness there
is an appendix on the purely mathematial details of innite dimensional alulus that we
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use throughout the paper and there is a seond appendix where we review the main idea
lying behind the null surfae formalism.
2. BMS elds
In this setion we review some of the key results of our previous papers on the subjet
without entering into unneessary tehnial details whih are fully desribed in [7℄, [8℄.
Let us onsider an asymptotially at spae-time M (see [12℄ and [13℄ for a tehnial
denition and analysis); in the so alled Bondi referene frame yB = (u = t− r, r, θ, ϕ), the
future null innity ℑ+ ∼ R× S2 an be endowed with a degenerate metri
ds2 = 0 · du2 + dΩ2, (2.1)
where dΩ2 is the solid angle element. Let us briey remark that both the topologial and
the metri struture of onformal innity in an asymptotially at spae-time are universal
i.e. there is no trivial physial proess whih an hange (at least at rst order) the stru-
ture of ℑ± providing that the manifold under analysis is at both at past and future null
innity [14℄.
Up to a stereographi projetion sending the S2 oordinates (θ, ϕ) in (z, z¯) the dieomor-
phism group (preserving the so alled "strong onformal struture") of (2.1) is the so alled
BMS group i.e.
u −→ K(z, z¯) (u+ α(z, z¯)) , (2.2)
z −→ az + b
cz + d
ad− bc = 1, (2.3)
where α is any smooth map from S2 to the real axis and
K = (1+ | z |)−1 ((az + b)(a¯z¯ + b¯) + (cz + d)(c¯z¯ + d¯))−1 . (2.4)
From (2.2) and (2.3), it is straightforward to reognise that the omposition law for the
BMS group has the struture of the semidiret produt:
BMS4 = SL(2,C)⋉N,
where N (usually alled the supertranslation subgroup) is the set of maps from S2 into R
endowed with a suitable topology (see [7℄ and [15℄ for a detailed disussion on this point). In
partiular we will hoose from now on the Hilbert topology (i.e. N = L2(S2)) even though
all the results we will ahieve apply as well to the nulear topology i.e. N = C∞(S2) whih
has been extensively disussed in [16℄. Moreover, let us add that there exists a unique
four dimensional normal subgroup T 4 ⊂ L2(S2), but this does not allow us to extrat a
unique Poinaré subgroup from the BMS; on the opposite the number of non equivalent
Poinaré subgroups is innite namely there is one for eah element g ∈ L2(S2)/T 4 sine
g−1(SL(2,C) ⋉ T 4)g = SL(2,C) ⋉ T 4.
Sine our ultimate goal is to onstrut a eld theory invariant under the ation of the BMS
group, the rst step is to study the spetrum of the elds living on the boundary. This result
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has been ahieved in [7℄ using the theory of representations for the BMS group developed
in [15℄ and [17℄ and we will now briey review it.
A BMS invariant eld an be thought as an indued wave equation i.e. a map from the
orbits in L2(S2) of one of the little groups Lχ of BMS4:
φj : O = SL(2,C)
Lχ
→֒ L2(S2)→Hj, (2.5)
where H is a suitable nite-dimensional Hilbert spae usually hosen as Cj where j is the
dimension of an irreduible representation of the little group. Eah orbit an be desribed
by means of some harateristi labels, namely the Poinaré mass of a partile and the
index of a unitary representation of the little group. Sine it will be a key onepts in the
forthoming setions, let us briey remember that the Poinaré mass of a BMS partile is
dened through the unique four dimensional Abelian normal subgroup T 4 of BMS4. Let us
onsider any point α ∈ L2(S2) and its assoiated harater i.e. a map χ : L2(S2) → U(1)
whih assigns to α the phase χ(α) = eif(α). Through the Riesz-Fisher theorem, we an
write f(α) as the produt in L2(S2) between α and a unique element p(θ, ϕ). In analogy
with a Poinaré invariant theory in a nite dimensional manifold Md where the harater
assoiated to eah point xµ ∈ Md is χ(xµ) = eipµ·xµ , we an reognise p(θ, ϕ) as the
(super)momentum assoiated to the point α ∈ L2(S2). Moreover if we expand p(θ, ϕ) in
spherial harmonis we an easily reognise in the rst four harmonis the ontribution
from the normal subgroup T 4. In detail, let us introdue the following projetion
π : L2(S2)→ T 4
π(p(θ, ϕ)) =
1∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
plmYlm(θ, ϕ)←→ pµ = (p00, p1,−1, p10, p11). (2.6)
whih denes the Poinaré mass
m2 = π(p(θ, ϕ)) · π(p(θ, ϕ)) = ηµνpµpν .
Let us now onentrate on the list of BMS little groups (R2 = {I,−I}):
Little group orbit invariant representation label
SU(2) p2 = m2, sgn(p0) disrete spin j (dim=2j+1)
Γ ∼ SO(2) p2 = m2, sgn(p0) disrete spin s
Γ p2 = 0, sgn(p0) disrete spin s
Γ p2 = −m2, disrete spin s
Θ ∼ SO(2)R2 p2 = m2, sgn(p0) disrete spin s
disrete groups p2 >=< 0 nite dim. rep.
This list has to be ompared with the orresponding one for a Poinaré invariant theory:
Little group orbit invariant representation label
SU(2) p2 = m2, sgn(p0) spin j
SU(1, 1) p2 = −m2, disrete spin j′
E(2) p2 = 0, sgn(p0) ∞-dimensional,
E(2) p2 = 0, sgn(p0) 1-dimensional λ.
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At rst glane we an reognise several dierenes between the BMS partile spetrum and
the Poinaré spetrum; although in both ases there is an SU(2) invariant massive parti-
le, an E(2) massless partile and an unphysial SU(1, 1) partile haraterise a Poinaré
invariant theory. On the opposite the BMS spetrum shows a plethora of elds related to
disrete little groups and massive elds assoiated to SO(2) and Θ little groups whereas
the only possible massless partile omes from the SO(2) representation.
Despite these big dierenes, we an still reognise that all the Poinaré physial spetrum
is fully enoded in the BMS spetrum sine, as demonstrated in [8℄, there is a one to one
orrespondene between the dynami (tehnially speaking between the ovariant phase
spaes i.e. the spae of dynamially possible ongurations) of SU(2) BMS and Poinaré
elds and more surprisingly between BMS SO(2) and Poinaré E(2) massless elds. More-
over there is also a natural interpretation for the disrete little groups as instantons of the
bulk gravitational eld. This idea has been introdued in [18℄ (see also [19℄ for reent re-
sults) but we will not pursue it further in this paper. Nonetheless a orret interpretation
at a level of bulk data for the massive SO(2) and Θ elds is still laking and it is under
investigation.
Equation of motion
A further result we an ahieve studying the BMS elds through the theory of repre-
sentation are the equations of motion that haraterise the dynami of eah BMS-partile.
This result is in some sense the BMS equivalent of Wigner approah to the relativisti wave
equations for Poinaré invariant elds; the key step is to introdue the so alled ovariant
wave equation i.e. a funtion
φ˜σ : L2(S2)→Hσ, (2.7)
whih transforms under the ation of the BMS group through a representation of its Lorentz
subgroup (more preisely SL(2,C)). The target spae Hσ is a nite dimensional Hilbert
spae usually hosen as C
σ
where σ is the dimension of the hosen representation of
SL(2,C). In this piture the equation of motion arise realizing that (2.7), albeit ovariant,
is an highly redundant wave funtion whih transforms under a non-irreduible representa-
tion; thus one has to impose some onstraints on (2.7) in order to redue it to (2.5) whih
transforms under an irreduible representation of the BMS group. These onstraints are
twofold; from one side the support of (2.7) has to be redued from L2(S2) to the orbit O
of the little group Lχ whereas, from the other side, one has to at on the target spae sine
the dimension of Hσ in (2.7) is muh bigger than the dimension of Hj in (2.5) i.e. many
omponents of φ˜σ are redundant.
It is worth to notie that these operations are all performed in a momentum frame and that
for the BMS elds they have been lassied and interpreted in [7℄. Nonetheless, sine in the
forthoming hapter we will always refer for sake of simpliity to a guiding example, namely
the real salar SU(2) BMS eld, let us derive the equations of motion in this setting. The
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indued and ovariant wave funtions are respetively:
φ :
SL(2,C)
SU(2)
∼ R3 → R,
φ˜ : L2(S2)→ R.
As shown in [15℄, the orbit onstraint is equivalent to the vanishing of the pure super-
translational part in the supermomentum i.e.
p(θ, ϕ)− π(p(θ, ϕ)) = 0 (2.8)
This equation redues the dynamial spae from L2(S2) to R4. Furthermore, also the mass
equation has to be imposed i.e.
[π(p(θ, ϕ)) · π(p(θ, ϕ))−m2]φ(p) = 0, (2.9)
whih selets the orbit
SL(2,C)
SU(2) embedded in R
4
. The set (2.8) and (2.9) determine the
full dynami of a BMS salar eld and we will refer to them as the BMS-Klein-Gordon
equations. No further ondition has to be imposed on the target spae sine the dimension
is the same in the indued and ovariant approah.
In order to onvine the reader that the result is meaningful, let us briey repeat the
onstrution for the Poinaré salar eld. In this senario the indued wave funtion has
the same expression as in the BMS ase:
ψ :
SL(2,C)
SU(2)
∼ R3 → R,
whereas the ovariant funtion is
ψ˜ : T 4 → R.
The only onstraint that has to be imposed is the mass equation:
[
pµpµ −m2
]
ψ˜(p) = 0,
whih is exatly the Klein-Gordon equation in the momentum frame.
A key feature of Wigner's approah in order to dedue the equations of motion of a
Poinaré (or a BMS) partile is the total absene either of a Lagrangian or of an Hamiltonian
funtion to minimise in order to desribe the dynami. This aspet is highly interesting
sine it shows that the dynami of a free partile is purely a group-theoretial result but
an Hamiltonian (or equivalently a Lagrangian) approah is nonetheless essential in order
to onstrut the quantum theory from a path-integral point of view. In the BMS senario
this problem has been partially solved in [8℄ where the free Hamiltonians for eah BMS
eld has been onstruted. Considering always the leading example of the salar eld let us
review the key aspets and results of the onstrution. In partiular, let us notie that the
key ingredient in an Hamiltonian framework is the orret identiation of a phase spae;
in the usual approah to quantum eld theory this is ahieved sliing the 4-dimensional
manifold as Σ3 × R and reognising R as the evolution diretion and Σ3 as the Cauhy
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surfae where initial data are dened. Thus the anonial phase spae assoiated to the
dynamial theory of a ovariant eld φ is usually identied as the set Γ = {(ϕ, π)} where
ϕ = φ|Σ3 and π = δLδφ |Σ3 . This approah is not pursuable in the BMS ase sine we
lak the identiation both of a Lagrangian and of a suitable initial Cauhy surfae in
L2(S2). Nonetheless an alternative road to dene an Hamiltonian is to onsider the so-
alled ovariant phase spae whih is the set of elds satisfying the equations of motion i.e.
it is the spae of all dynamially possible ongurations. This spae is smaller
2
than the
anonial phase spae and we refer to the literature ([20℄ and referenes therein) for the
reader interested in its main harateristis.
For a BMS salar eld the ovariant phase spae is:
Γ|cov =
{
φ :
SL(2,C)
SU(2)
→ R [π(p) · π(p)−m2]φ(p) = 0
}
(2.10)
Sine the onstraints dening the equations of motion for a free eld are rst lass, we an
identify Γ|cov as a linear spae whih an be endowed with a suitable regularity ondition
requiring either that the elds are smooth i.e. of lass C∞ or that they are square-integrable
respet to a suitable measure. In both ases we end up with a ovariant phase spae whih
is a Banah or an Hilbert spae and, thus, we an apply a theorem from Marsden and
Cherno (see [21℄ and also [22℄ for an earlier appliation in a BMS senario) whih grants
us that, if we an endow (2.10) with a sympleti struture Ω, any Lie algebra generator ζ
of
SL(2,C)
SU(2) is globally Hamiltonian with energy funtion
Hζ(φ) =
1
2
Ω(Lζφ, φ), (2.11)
where Lζ is the Lie derivative along the ζ generator. Let us further remark that a hoie for
the sympleti struture on Γ|cov an be performed reminding that O ∼ SL(2,C)SU(2) is equivalent
to R
3
endowed with the hyperboli metri. Thus we an write the anonial
Ω(φ, φ′) =
∫
O
dµ(O) (φ∇φ′ − φ′∇φ) ,
where ∇ is the ovariant derivative.
3. From momentum frame to the oordinate frame: an innite dimen-
sional alulus
As we have explained in the previous setion, the pure group theoretial approah has
allowed us to write the equations of motion for a BMS eld in the momentum frame.
Sine the aim is to derive these equations from a variational priniple, the rst step is to
write them in a oordinate frame. Nonetheless, at rst glane, this task is rather hallenging
sine the spae of variables under onsideration is not nite-dimensional and thus we annot
2
There is only one exeption i.e. the Poinaré salar eld where the ovariant and the anonial phase
spae are in one to one orrespondene.
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perform the usual Fourier transform straightforward. In order to irumvent this problem,
we have to realize that the onguration spae of elds an be endowed with some regularity
onstraint namely we an require it to be a Banah or an Hilbert spae. In partiular from
now on we will hoose it as:
C =
{
φ : N = L2(S2)→ Cλ | φ ∈ L2(N)⊗ Cλ
}
.
This requirement allow us to ativate several interesting tehniques whih have been devel-
oped in the study of white noise analysis as an innite dimensional alulus. In partiular
the main results we are interested in are, from the pure mathematial point of view, an
extension to an innite dimensional setting of key Hilbert spae tehniques suh as Fourier
transform and distribution theory. Sine these results are fundamental to this paper, we
will review them to a ertain extent in the appendix following [23℄ and [24℄. For the less
mathematially oriented reader, we wish to emphasise that, in the BMS senario, the role
of the nite dimensional manifold R
n
is played by L2(S2) whih is a Riemannian innite-
dimensional manifold endowed with a positive denite metri dened through the usual
internal produt. Thus, for our purposes, the spae of square integrable funtion over
L2(S2) and the operators ating on it behave exatly as in L2(Rn) exept for some peuliar
aspets whih we will point out as soon as we need them.
Thus, let us start onsidering the BMS equations (2.8) and (2.9) for the salar eld in
a momentum frame.
Theorem 1 The support ondition [p(θ, ϕ)− π(p)]φ(p) = 0 is equivalent to
Qp−π(p)φ(p) = 0, (3.1)
where φ is a non vanishing funtion in C and where Qp−π(p) is the multipliation operator
in L2(N) along the element3 p − π(p) in N = L2(S2). At the same time, if we introdue
the basis in N , {ei} = {Y00, Y1−1, Y10, Y11, ...}, equation (3.1) is equivalent to
Qeiφ(p) = 0 i = 4, ...,∞
In order to demonstrate the above theorem let us remark that, if we expand in spherial
harmonis the supermomentum p(θ, ϕ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
plmYlm(θ, ϕ), the support ondition im-
plies plm = 0 for l > 1. The ation of the multipliation operator is (see appendix A for
the denition)
Qp−π(p)φ(p) = [< p, p >N − < p, π(p) >N ]φ(p) = 0,
where <,>N is the anonial internal produt on N . Using the orthogonality relations
between the spherial harmonis and the denition of the projetion π, the above formula
implies ∑
l>1
l∑
m=−l
| plm |2= 0.
3
From now on the dependene on the S2 angular variable is impliit unless stated.
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Sine this is a sum of positive quantities, this statement is equivalent to plm = 0 for any
l > 1 whih is exatly the support ondition for a BMS SU(2) eld. At the same time the
request plmφ(p) = 0 for a non vanishing funtion φ(p) an be written as:
< Ylm, p > φ(p) = QYlmφ(p) = 0. l > 1
This implies the statement Qeiφ(p) = 0 with i > 4.
Equivalently the mass equation for a BMS salar eld an be written through the
multipliation operators. Let us put (2.9) in the form
[
ηµνπ(p)µπ(p)ν −m2
]
φ(p) = 0, (3.2)
where ηµν is the at Lorentzian metri and π(p)µ =< π(p), eµ > i.e. it is the projetion
of the T 4 part of the supermomentum along the diretion in L2(S2) dened by the rst
four harmonis. Let us stress that the expliit presene of the metri η is needed sine
the above equation haraterise the mass hyperboloid embedded in the Riemannian spae
L2(S2); thus, there is no way to write the above relation only using the natural Riemannian
internal produt on the onguration spae and a seond Lorentzian salar produt has to
be introdued.
Theorem 2 The mass equation (3.2) is equivalent to:
[ηµνQeµQeν −m2]φ(p) = 0, (3.3)
where {eµ} is the set of rst four harmonis.
In order to demonstrate this theorem, we only need to notie that the following hain of
identities holds:
π(p)µ =< π(p), eµ >=< p, eµ > .
Thus the mass equation an be written as:
[
ηµν < p, eµ >< p, eν > −m2
]
φ(p) = [ηµνQeµQeν −m2]φ(p) = 0,
where in the seond equality we have applied the denition of multipliation operator ating
on L2(N) with N = L2(S2).
We have now written the equation of motion of the Klein-Gordon BMS eld through
the ation of suitable multipliation operators ating on the ovariant wave funtion in the
momentum frame. The last step onsists on using the properties of the Fourier transform
in innite dimensions in order to swith to the oordinate frame. Leaving the mathematial
details and denitions to the appendix, let us only stress that the Fourier transform, al-
though dened in a non intuitive way, shares the same properties with its nite-dimensional
ounterpart when ating on operators. Thus, alling with F the Fourier transform, the fol-
lowing identities hold:
FQη = iDη ,
FDη = iQη,
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where Dη is the Gateaux (i.e. diretional) derivative along η. Thus, using these relations,
we an write the BMS Klein-Gordon equation in the oordinate frame:
[
ηµνDeµDeν +m
2
]
φˆ(x) = 0, (3.4)
Dp−π(p)φˆ(x) = 0, (3.5)
where x ∈ L2(S2), φˆ is the Fourier-transformed ovariant wave funtion and where the
seond equation implies the vanishing of the gradient of φ along the pure supertranslational
diretions. This relation an be deomposed in its omponents as:
Deiφˆ(x) = 0, i > 4. (3.6)
Thus, we have ahieved our goal to write the equation of motion for a salar eld in the
oordinate frame but a natural question that arises is how general is this onstrution and
how far we an apply it to all other BMS elds. The answer is that the above onstrution
is ompletely general and let us make some omments and remarks on this issue.
First of all let us remember that, given a ovariant wave funtion φλ : O ∼ SL(2,C)
Lχ
→ Cλ,
the equations of motion in momentum frame are:

p−Gp¯ = 0,[
π(p) · π(p)−m2]φλ(p) = 0,
ρλ(p)φλ(p) = φλ(p),
(3.7)
where Gp¯ is the ation of the full SL(2,C) group on the xed point p¯ in L2(S2) assoiated
to the little group Lχ [15℄. The term ρ
λ
is a matrix reduing the redundant omponents of
the wave funtion in C
λ
(see [7℄ for an expliit haraterisation and onstrution in the BMS
senario). If we want to write these equations in the oordinate frame, we an immediately
draw some onlusions: the mass equation is idential for every BMS eld (both with
vanishing or non vanishing mass), thus (3.4) an be thought as a general equation holding
for any little group. This is not surprising if we think to the Poinaré ase where the mass
equation is simply the Klein-Gordon equation whih holds for every ovariant eld.
The orbit onstraint instead is dependent on the hosen little group Lχ. Thus we an
immediately onlude that (3.5) holds for any SU(2) BMS partile. Moreover, if we hange
the little group, one an immediately notie without big tehnial problems that equation
(3.5) beomes in a oordinate frame
Dp−Gp¯φˆ
λ(x) = 0,
whih grants us that the gradient of the wave funtion vanishes outside the orbit of the
lassial motion. As a side remark, we an also notie that this equation an be written in
the form
Dei φˆ(x) = 0, i > dim
SL(2,C)
Lχ
+ 1, (3.8)
providing that we perform a suitable non anonial hoie of a base in L2(S2). The last
term in (3.7) has not been disussed in the Klein-Gordon senario sine it represents the
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dynami of the eld on the orbit whih, in the salar ase, is fully enoded in the mass
equation. Moreover, this term is non universal and it enodes the dierenes between the
BMS elds; nonetheless we an perform the same triks as for the orbit and the mass term
in order to write it in the oordinate frame. To better larify this point let us onsider
the spin
1
2 BMS eld; if we take into aount the rst four harmonis and if we follow in
a straightforward manner the details of the alulation in [25℄, the dynamial equation on
the orbit an be written as:
[γµpµ −m]φ(p) = 0,
where γµ are the Dira matries and where pµ =< eµ, p > (eµ being one of the rst four
harmonis). Thus, in the language of operators, this equation is
[γµQeµ −m]φ(p) = 0.
Performing a Fourier transform, this equation beomes
[iγµDeµ −m]φˆ(x) = 0.
Thus, the form of the equation of motion for a BMS partile an be written in the oordinate
frame using innite dimensional tehniques and the expression is rather similar, at least
in the SU(2) ase, to the Poinaré expression. From a physial point of view, this is not
surprising sine the main dierene between the Poinaré and the BMS approah omes
from the pure supertranslational part whih is at lassial level sterile sine (3.5) grants
us that along these diretions the ovariant eld is onstant. This onrms the result,
already ahieved in [8℄, that the dynami of Poinaré elds is fully enoded in the BMS
ase and there is a omplete equivalene if we onsider the SU(2) elds. Nonetheless let us
antiipate that the pure supertranslational term, although only a onstraint at a lassial
level, will play a fundamental role at a quantum level when performing path-integration
on the full spae of onguration and not only on the ovariant one. A last remark that
applies to the SU(2) BMS elds is related to the nature of the Poinaré subgroups of the
full BMS group. As we have previously disussed the latter has a unique four dimensional
subgroup but nonetheless we annot single out a unique Poinaré subgroup. In partiular,
as we have shown in the previous setion, the number of dierent Poinaré subgroups is
innite i.e. equal to the number of elements in L2(S2)/T 4. At a level of lassial dynamis,
this feature ompletely disappears sine the orbit of SU(2) BMS-partiles is haraterised
by a vanishing pure supertranslation seleting in some sense a unique Poinaré subgroup
assoiated to the identity element in L2(S2)/T 4. We will omment further on this issue in
setion 6 when, addressing the problem of quantisation, the presene of dierent Poinaré
subgroups will play a leading role also in the SU(2) ase.
4. The BMS Lagrangian
Bearing in mind the results of the previous setion, we are now entitled to investigate
from whih Lagrangian these equations of motion arise. Let us onsider the BMS Klein-
Gordon eld and let us start from (3.4) and (3.5). As underlined before, (3.5) is ating as
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a onstraint on the wave funtion and it does not provide any dynami; thus, the funtion
we are looking for has to be divided in two parts: the rst whih takes into aount the
mass term and the dynami of the salar eld and the seond whih takes into aount the
onstraints through a Lagrange multiplier. In an innite dimensional setting the theory of
Lagrange multiplier has been studied in [26℄ and, using these results, we an introdue the
following Lagrangian:
L[φ] = φ(x)
[
ηµνDeµDeνφ(x)−m2φ(x)
]
+
∞∑
i=4
γi(x)Deiφ(x), (4.1)
whih gives us the original equation of motion and where γi(x) are the Lagrange multipliers.
As a side remark and for sake of ompleteness, we wish to point out that the support of
eah multiplier is for simpliity the whole Hilbert spae L2(S2); this does not grant that the
minimum problem in (4.1) has a unique solution whereas this would have been avoided if
γi(x) were dened on the orbit of the little group. Sine this issue does not play a key role
in our analysis, we will not refer to this question anymore leaving to [26℄ for more details.
Following the denition of the Lagrangian, we an introdue as well the Gaussian
measure dµ in the Hilbert spae L2(S2) (see [27℄ for a denition and properties) in order
to write an ation
S[φ] = Sdyn + Sconstr, (4.2)
S[φ] =
∫
L2(S2)
dµ(x) φ(x)
[
ηµνDeµDeνφ(x)−m2φ(x)
]
+
∞∑
i=4
γi(x)Deiφ(x) (4.3)
Let us emphasise a key dierene between (4.3) and its nite dimensional Poinaré-invariant
ounterpart namely that, whereas through the Stokes theorem the Klein-Gordon ation an
be written as
S(ψ) =
∫
M4
d4x
√
| g | [∂µψ∂µψ −m2ψ2] ,
this annot be done in the BMS ase. As a matter of fat, the dynamial part in (4.3) an
be written as an internal produt over the spae of elds:
Sdyn[φ] =< φ, η
µν(DeµDeν )φ > −m2 < φ, φ > .
Using the denition of adjoint operator and the relation D∗η = Qη − Dη (see appendix A
for a formal denition), the above expression beomes:
Sdyn[φ] = η
µν < D∗eµφ,Deνφ > −m2 < φ, φ >=
= ηµν(− < Deµφ,Deνφ > + < Qeµφ,Deνφ >)−m2 < φ, φ >,
whih, up to a sign, implies:
S[φ] =
∫
L2(S2)
dµ
[
ηµν
(
Deµφ(x)Deνφ(x)− < eµ, x > φ(x)Deνφ(x)+
)
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+m2φ2(x) +
∞∑
i=4
γi(x)Deiφ(x)].
As for the equations of motion, a natural question arising from the study of the Klein-
Gordon ation is how general is this onstrution and how far it an be applied to any
other free eld. In order to answer to this question we need rst of all to separate the
ontributions of the Lagrange multipliers from the pure dynamial term. The ation
Sconstr(φ) =
∫
L2(S2)
dµ(x)[
∞∑
i=4
γi(x)Deiφ(x)]
is a general term whih is dependent only on the little group and, thus, the above expression
holds for any BMS SU(2) eld. Moreover similar expressions an be written for any little
group starting from the equation of motion in the form of (3.8) whereas the triky point
is the dynamial part of the ation. The latter hanges for eah dierent eld we onsider
and a general expression annot be written. Nonetheless the reipe we used in the salar
eld senario is ompletely general and it an be adapted to any other eld providing that
an expression for the equation of motion in loal oordinates over the orbit is found.
Massless partiles
Let us now onsider more in detail the ase of massless partiles that, in a BMS setting, are
assoiated to Γ ∼ SO(2) indued wave funtions i.e. if we take a ovariant wave funtion
ψλ : L2(S2)→ Cλ the equations of motion are:

[p −Gp¯(θ)]ψλ(p) = 0,
π(p) · π(p)ψλ(p) = 0,
ρλ(p)ψλ(p) = ψλ(p),
(4.4)
where the xed point p¯ is a funtion only of the θ-variable and ρλ(p¯) is a diagonal matrix
with all 0 entries exept the rst equal to 1.
Sine we are interested in an holographi desription of bulk data, we are entitled to restrit
our analysis to a spei orbit of the Γ little group with vanishing supertranslation. As
we have shown in [7℄, the possible orbits in this peuliar senario are haraterised by
the hoie of the energy for the massless eld i.e. the p0 omponent of π(p) and of a
pure supertranslation funtion
4 α(θ). Nonetheless the value α = 0 has a peuliar meaning
sine, in this ase, it is possible to show (see [8℄) that the ovariant phase spae of a BMS
massless SO(2) partile is in one to one orrespondene with the ovariant phase spae of
a Poinaré massless E(2) partile; in plain words, this implies that the lassial dynami of
a massless bulk eld in a Minkowski bakground is fully equivalent to the boundary SO(2)
BMS ounterpart. Thus, in the peuliar setting, α = 0 (4.4) redues to

[p− πp¯(θ)]ψλ(p) = 0,
π(p) · π(p)ψλ(p) = 0,
ρλ(p)ψλ(p) = ψλ(p).
(4.5)
4
In the literature, a pure supertranslation refers to an element of the group L2(S2)/T 4 i.e. a real funtion
on S2 depending on spherial harmonis with l > 1.
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Moreover, if we onsider the massless real (or omplex) salar eld i.e. with vanishing
heliity, we deal with a one omponent eld (ψλ : L2(S2) → R) and ρλ(p) = 1. Thus,
the last equation is identially satised and (4.5) is equal to (2.8) and (2.9) with the due
exeption that m = 0. This implies that the analysis performed for the massive ase an
be extended as well to the SO(2)-massless eld and from now on all the results ahieved
will apply as well to the massless senario (i.e. onsidering simply the limit m→ 0) unless
stated otherwise.
5. Path-integral and BMS orrelators
In the previous setion we have expliitly onstruted the Lagrangian of a salar BMS
partile and we have given a reipe to perform the same alulation for any other eld.
This result allow us to address a key question from the holographi point of view: what are
the main features of the boundary theory at a quantum level, what is the expliit expression
of the orrelation funtions and what is eventually their relation (if it exists) with the bulk
ounterpart. Seeking an answer to these questions, we will disuss a path-integral approah
to the BMS free elds always through the leading example of the salar partile. Thus,
starting from (4.3), we need to evaluate:
Z[φ, γ] =
∫
C
eiS[φ,γ]d[φ, γ],
where C is the set5 of possible kinematial ongurations endowed with some regularity
ondition. Remembering that the ation is split in S = Sdyn + Sconstr and that the elds
γi(x) at only as Lagrange multiplier, we an use the anonial relation due to Faddeev [28℄
in order to eliminate γi(x):
Z[φ] =
∫
C
d[φ]δ
(
∞∑
i=4
Deiφ(x)
)
exp i
[
φ(x)
[
ηµνDeµDeνφ(x)−m2φ(x)
]]
.
The innite dimensional delta is reminisent of those appearing in gauge theory when
performing the Faddeev-Popov trik in order to take into aount the gauge degrees of
freedom. Thus, we substitute the delta funtion with the following ombination:
Z[φ] = C
∫
C
d[φ]eiSdyn
∑
i>4
∫
d[ω]e
i
2ζi
<ωi(x),ωi(x)>N δ(Deiφ(x)− ωi(x)),
where C is an irrelevant onstant, <,>N is the internal produt in L
2(S2) and ζi is a non
divergent real number. Thus, performing the integration over the ω-funtions, we end up
with
Z[φ] =
∫
C
d[φ]eiSeff ,
5
We wish to emphasise to the reader that the set C is not neessarily equivalent to the set of salar elds
dened in the previous setion in order to onstrut the Lagrangian
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where
Seff = Sdyn +
∫
L2(S2)
dµ(x)
∑
i>4
[
1
2ζi
Deiφ(x)Deiφ(x)]. (5.1)
In order to evaluate the path-integral for a free eld we have to seek if it is possible to
redue the ation in a form S(φ) =< φ,Bφ >N . If we look at (5.1) we see that only the
seond term has to be hanged. In partiular eah element in the sum an be written as
S′ =
1
2ζi
< Deiφ(x),Deiφ(x) >N=
1
2ζi
< φ(x),D∗eiDeiφ(x) >N=
=
1
2ζi
< φ(x), (Qei −Dei)Deiφ(x) >N ,
where we have used the denition of adjoint operator and the relation D∗η+Dη = Qη. Thus
the operator B is
B = ηµνDeµDeν +m
2 +
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
(Qei −Dei)Dei . (5.2)
In analogy with the results for the Poinaré free elds, we an formally evaluate Z[φ] up to
a onstant as a funtional determinant:
Z[φ] = const · [detB]− 12 .
Let us stress that the above result already shows how the supertranslations at in a rather
peuliar way at a quantum level. Although at a lassial level they are sterile, the funtional
determinant for the path-integral is not given only by the Poinaré part but the enforing
of the onstraint for a vanishing supertranslation implies the presene of an additional term
whih ontains surprisingly the multipliation operator.
We an now address the main question in our investigation: the orrelation funtions.
The rst objet we need to alulate is the two point funtion i.e.
D(x1 − x2) = 〈T [φ(x1)φ(x2)]〉 = lim
T→∞
∫
d[φ]φ(x1)φ(x2) exp
[
i
T∫
−T
dµL
]
∫
d[φ] exp
[
i
T∫
−T
dµL
] .
In the BMS senario the time parameter is not natural to hoose as in a nite-dimensional
theory but nonetheless, remembering the onstrution of the Hamiltonian funtions, we an
use the evolution parameter on the orbit as a natural andidate.
Expliitly, the propagator (or the 2-point orrelator) an be alulated as the inverse of the
B operator [28℄ i.e. in a oordinate frame
BD(x1 − x2) = iδ(x1 − x2),
where x1, x2 are two points in L
2(S2) and where the right hand side is, up to the pure
imaginary onstant, the innite-dimensional delta [24℄. Performing the Fourier transform,
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we end up with [
ηµνQeµQeν −m2 +
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
(Dei −Qei)Qei
]
Dˆ(k) = i. (5.3)
Choosing the value of ζi in suh a way that
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
= 0, the above equation beomes
[
ηµνkµkν −m2 +
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
[−k2i + kiDei ]
]
Dˆ(k) = i (5.4)
Eventually we have a formal expression for the 2-point orrelation funtion in the momen-
tum frame and surprisingly we end up with a rst-order dierential equation. Let us make
some omments:
• The (dierential) equation for the propagator an be divided in two parts: the rst
is idential to the Poinaré ontribution to the usual 2-point funtion although the
oeients kµ are not a priori related to momenta in the bulk and the seond omes
from the onstraints i.e. it is a pure supertranslational eet. Thus we an laim
that the result is rather general sine
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
[−k2i +kiDei ] will appear in all the SU(2)
BMS elds and the ηµνkµkν −m2 will be substituted with the Poinaré ounterpart
for any other SU(2) eld.
• sine (5.4) is a dierential equation, we need to assign a suitable initial ondition. At
a geometri level it is rather interesting to notie that the initial surfae is isomorphi
to T 4 whereas the pure supertranslational diretions (i.e. L2(S2)/T 4) at as the evo-
lution diretions. Thus the initial ondition has to be assigned on a four-dimensional
surfae and the most natural one is to impose that the propagator has a Poinaré-type
form for a xed value of the supertranslation i.e.
Dˆ(k) =
i
ηµνkµkν −m2 , ki = k¯i DeiD (k) |ki=k¯i = k¯iD(k)|ki=k¯i .
At the end of our alulation we have the following result: the two point funtion of a
BMS eld obeys in the momentum frame a dierential equation and the pure supertrans-
lational diretions, sterile at a lassial level, are the main responsible for this behavior.
Thus, solving (5.4), gives us, roughly speaking, the evolution of the propagator from one
T 4 to another or, remembering that there are as many equivalent Poinaré elds as pure
supertranslations, from one spei Poinaré group to a seond one. This arises several
interesting question; at an holographi level learly it is imperative to understand how to
reonstrut the bulk information form the boundary theory. Let us stress that the role of ℑ±
is universal thus the theory living on the boundary is the same for any asymptotially at
spae-time and the BMS eld theory annot distinguish a priori from one spei metri to
another. We will propose a possible solution to these questions in the forthoming setion.
Moreover several interesting analogies arise from the BMS eld theory (at least for SU(2)
elds) ompared to Ashtekar's program of asymptoti quantization [30℄; in partiular the
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main variables Ashtekar proposes to be quantised are the so alled Qab-variables whih are
the integrals along the degenerate diretion on ℑ of the news tensor:
Qab(θ, ϕ) =
∫
ℑ
d3xNab(u, θ, ϕ).
The interesting aspet of this approah is that eah Qab arries the information of a dierent
infrared setor of the gravitational eld and, naively speaking, these are the funtions
bringing from one Poinaré subgroup to another i.e. they are pure supertranslations. This
is exatly the behavior whih appears in our propagator i.e. it is a dierential equation
bringing us from one T 4 (i.e. a Poinaré subgroup) to another and, thus, we ould think to
eah T 4 in (5.4) as labeled by a dierent value of Qab opening as well the hane to study
Ashtekar variable in terms of operators on an innite dimensional Hilbert spae namely
L2(L2(S2)). Further relations between IR setors of a pure radiative gravitational system
and the BMS group are urrently under investigation [31℄
6. From boundary to bulk: a proposal
In order to understand if there is a possible holographi relation between a BMS eld theory
and the bulk ounterpart, the main task is to relate the orrelation funtions onstruted
in the previous setion with those living in the bulk.
Let us stress that the ontents of this setion are to a ertain degree speulative and
let us start with some remarks: as mentioned before, the BMS group is the dieomorphism
group for ℑ+ whih is a universal struture i.e. any asymptotially at spae-time has
the same boundary-struture. This property extends as well at a level of eld theory
and orrelators, suh as (5.4), do not distinguish between two dierent bulk manifolds.
Nonetheless the BMS-invariane of the boundary theory is a reasonable request sine it is
diult to oneive a quantum eld theory that is not invariant under a dieomorphism
transformation. Thus the path followed until now is essentially a natural one, but our
onstrution faes some diulties: if we look at (5.4), we an reognise that, even though
we ould exatly solve the innite-dimensional dierential equation, we would fae the
following questions:
• The oeients appearing in the propagator (i.e. ki =< ei, k >) are orthoprojetions
along spherial harmonis and they have no a priori diret natural relation with
oordinates of a bulk referene frame. Nonetheless, if we remember that in a sublass
of asymptotially at spae-times suh as Minkowski, the BMS group an univoally
be redued to a Poinaré group, (5.4) with ki = 0 (vanishing supertranslation) is
formally idential to the salar eld propagator in at bakground thus suggesting a
deeper relation between (5.4) and the bulk ounterpart,
• BMS elds are dened as maps from L2(S2) in a suitable target vetor spae V .
This denition has been a natural hoie sine we have followed Wigner approah to
onstrut the partile spetrum, the equations of motion and the (free eld) Hamil-
tonians from a pure group theoretial point of view. In the Poinaré senario the
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orresponding hoie is [29℄
φλ : T 4 ∼ R4 → V.
This denition is globally orret only in a Minkowski spae where the underlying
variety is R
4
endowed with the at metri ηij . In a general framework, the manifold
M4 (endowed with a generi Lorentzian metri gij), where the elds live, is modeled
on R
4
and thus the above denition ts only loally. The same problem applies for the
BMS ase where L2(S2) in the natural ounterpart of T 4 but there is no ounterpart
for M4 i.e. we lak a natural hoie for a global manifold modeled on L2(S2) ating
as a onguration spae.
• in the onstrution of (5.4) there is no notion of the bulk metri gij . From one side this
is a natural onsequene of the universality of ℑ± and of the BMS group, whereas,
from the other side, from the holographi point view it is imperative to retrieve
information on a non trivial bulk metri. Let us emphasise that this is a triky point
sine we should also take into aount that the presene of ηµν in (5.4) is a natural
hoie for a theory living on the boundary of an asymptotially at spae-time where
the metri is indeed at.
We will now propose a possible solution for the above mentioned problems through
tehniques and results developed in the null surfae formulation of general relativity. Sine
we review its main harateristis in appendix B, we strongly suggest the reader who is
not familiar with this formulation of Einstein theory to read the appendix before. Let us
simply remember that, within this approah, the (onformal) information of a metri in
a 4-dimensional manifold M4 an be reonstruted starting from a harateristi funtion
[32℄
u = Z(xa, z, z¯), (6.1)
where xa is a point lying in M4, (u, r, z, z¯) is a Bondi oordinate system in the neighbour-
hood of ℑ and (6.1) is the solution in the variable u of the null one equation L(xa, x′a) = 0
where x′a ∈ ℑ. As explained in detail in appendix B, (6.1) enodes all the information of
the metri in the bulk manifold M4 and it an be used together with a salar funtion
Ω : M4 × S2 → R as key ingredients in an alternative formulation of Einstein's equations.
Moreover Z(xa, z, z¯) suits for dierent interpretations: for an arbitrary but xed value of
the pair (z, z¯), it represents a null surfae with respet to the metri in M4 whereas, if xa
is kept xed, it represents real a 2-surfae lying on ℑ±. Thus, within this latter frame-
work, (6.1), also alled ut funtion Cx, analytially desribes the intersetion of the light
one with apex xa with ℑ+ and it is a boundary data. Moreover, sine these funtions are
onstruted inverting the light one equation, there exists always a suitable open set near
ℑ+ where Z(xa, z, z¯) is a smooth funtion and, thus, it lies in C∞(S2) (or L2(S2) if we
introdue a further integrability ondition) although in general they are globally neither
dierentiable neither single-valued. These remarks suggest us to adopt a new point of view
in our analysis of a boundary BMS-invariant eld theory hoosing the set of ut funtions
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(parametrially dependent on a bulk point xa) as the onguration spae
6
; this also implies
a solution for the seond of the problems outlined at the beginning of the setion.
Behaviour under a BMS transformation
The rst key step is to understand the behaviour of ut funtions under a BMS transfor-
mation. Although, not within the perspetive of an appliation in holography, this problem
has been analysed in [33℄ and mainly in [34℄ where it was provided a desription for the on-
strution of null surfaes and their singularities through the eikonal equation. The starting
point is (6.1), a setion of the null bundle S2 × R, whih satises the eikonal equation
gab∂aZ∂bZ = 0,
and whih, in a more physial language, represents the family of all asymptoti plane waves.
An important feature of the above equation is that, if a speial solution, say Z0(x
a, z, z¯), is
known, then all the solutions are known as well and, in partiular, we an onstrut all the
harateristi (level) surfaes of some Z given by u = Z = const through the equation
Z(xa, z, z¯) = Z0(x
a, z, z¯) + α(z, z¯), (6.2)
together with ∂[Z − α] = 0 and ∂¯[Z − α] = 0. In an asymptotially at spae-time the
speial solution an be hosen as the ut funtion u = Z(xa, z, z¯) that we have introdued
before and (6.2) desribes its behaviour under the ation of a supertranslation. Moreover,
in this senario, we an also introdue important variables:
Λ = ∂ {(1 + zz¯)∂Z} , R = (1 + zz¯)2∂∂¯Z,
representing respetively the aeleration along (z, z¯) onstant urves and the extrinsi
urvature of the light one ut; they also allow for an expliit determination of austis
through the vanishing of the following determinant:
D =
∣∣∣∣∣ Λ RR Λ¯
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (6.3)
Surprisingly it is more triky to understand the eet of a Lorentz transformation on a ut
funtion. This issue has been addressed in [35℄ and to some extent in [36℄ and [37℄ where it
was shown that, ating with (2.3) on Z, it transforms as:
Z ′(x′a, z
′, z¯′) = K (Z(xa, z, z¯)) ,
where K is given by (2.4). If we expand in spherial harmonis and if we separate the
ontribution of the rst four harmonis, we end up with
Z = xala(z, z¯) +
∑
l≥2
zlmYlm(z, z¯),
6
This hoie ould be thought as swithing from an element of T 4 to a generi point in M4 in a Poinaré
senario.
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where la is the 4-vetor (Y00, ..., Y11). Expanding in a similar way Z
′
i.e.
Z = x′ala(z
′, z¯′) +
∑
l≥2
z′lmYlm(z
′, z¯′),
we an see that a Lorentz transformation maps the point xa to
x′a = Λabx
b + Λlm(Λ
a
b )z
lm(xa). (6.4)
The interpretation of the role of x′a is rather triky sine, if we onsider the Lorentz transfor-
mation in a passive sense, then Z ′ is simply the same harateristi funtion seen from a new
oordinate system and, thus, it still represents the light one with apex xa. On the opposite,
if we give an ative sense to the Lorentz transformation, i.e. we interpret (6.4) as a new
spae-time point, we are promoting x′a to a new bulk point and the Lorentz transformation
plays the role of a dieomorphism of the interior manifold; within this approah we pay the
prie that the original ut funtion is mapped to a dierent ut whih is not in general the
future light one of the point x′a. Thus this implies that a boundary Lorentz transformation
(and more generally a Poinaré transformation) annot be promoted to a bulk one and in
a geometrial language this implies (see [35℄) that, although at ℑ± an asymptotially at
spae-time M4 do indeed beome at, there is no unique Minkowski spae-time that an be
assoiated to M4 in a neighbourhood of future (or past) innity7. Thus we an interpret
the oordinates xa as assoiating for every xed Bondi referene frame a at spae-time
with the same ℑ; spae-time points are labeled by xa and a Minkowskian metri ηij is
introdued in addition to the bulk one gij .
Cut funtions and holography
Sine our aim is to onsider the ut funtions as the fundamental variables for the boundary
theory, let us make some remarks on their properties from an holographi perspetive:
• the funtion Z(xa, z, z¯) is a non loal variable [32℄. This is an important feature sine
we require that the theory living on ℑ satises the holographi entropy bound whih
annot be reprodued by an ordinary loal quantum eld theory.
• if we onsider a sublass of spae-times suiently lose to Minkowski, namely
asymptotially simple manifolds where vauum Einstein equations are imposed and
asymptotially at spae-times obtained from hyperboloidal initial data
8
[37℄, the
rst four oeients of the spherial harmonis expansion of (6.1) (i.e. ki =< ei, Z >
with ei = Ylm(θ, ϕ) l = 0, 1) dene a anonial global oordinate system for the whole
spae-time. Let us emphasise that, although in the above remark we restrit the
7
In some sense this is related to the property of the BMS group that it does not exists a unique Poinaré
subgroup and the origin of this peuliarity omes exatly from the higher harmonis in the expansion in
spherial harmonis of a supertranslation.
8
It has been onjetured that this lass of manifolds is a subset of asymptotially simple spae-times
although this has not been yet demonstrated.
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analysis to a subset of an asymptotially at manifolds, nonetheless it represents the
olletion of the most physial relevant manifolds and, thus, we are not losing sensible
informations performing the above hoie.
• as explained more in detail in appendix B, the set of ut funtions allows for a diret
reonstrution of the onformal data of the bulk spae-time. Thus we an look at (6.1)
either only as a kinematial data for the boundary theory either as a dynamial one
satisfying (B.11, B.12, B.13,B.14) whih are equivalent to Einstein vauum equations.
After these remarks, let us now onsider the spae of ut funtions {Cx} (with the bulk point
xa ating as a parameter) as our onguration spae and let us analyse the onsequene in
a BMS invariant eld theory with the following modiation:
φλ : L2(S2)→ V −→ φλ : {Cx} → V,
where V is a suitable target vetor spae. Due to the diulties to expliitly onstrut
(6.1) for a xed spae-time, we will rst refer to Minkowski bakground and, after, we will
make some onsiderations for a general bulk manifold.
Minkowski spae-time
Let us start now onsidering the leading example of an SU(2) salar eld:
φ : {Cx} → R,
and, for sake of simpliity, we also require that the set of null surfaes {Cx} is onstituted
only by funtions satisfying a suitable regularity ondition. This request is not very re-
stritive sine as mentioned before, ut funtions are always smooth at least in a suitable
neighbourhood of ℑ whih implies that we an apply the formalism used in the previous
setion in a straightforward manner. The only subtlety omes from the neessity to intro-
due the equivalent of the supermomentum spae in the pure BMS setting; the dual spae
an be onstruted as the set of funtions Z∗(ka, z, z¯) (either smooth or square integrable
in the omplex variables) depending on the 4-dimensional bulk momentum ka.
Thus, repeating the alulation as in setion 5, we end up with a 2-point funtion as in
(5.4) whose argument now depends on Z∗k (or rather on its projetions along the spherial
harmonis): [
ηµνkµkν −m2 +
∑
i>4
1
2ζi
[−k2i + kiDei ]
]
Dˆ(Z∗k) = i,
with kα =< Z
∗(ka, z, z¯), eα >. As mentioned before, this is a funtional dierential equation
and, as far as we know, there is no way to solve it analytially. Nonetheless, in the peuliar
ase of a at bakground, the ut-funtion has been onstruted and it has a simple form
[32℄,[34℄:
Z(xa, z, z¯) = xal
a(z, z¯) (6.5)
la(z, z¯) =
1√
2(1 + zz¯)
((1 + zz¯),−(z + z¯), i(z − z¯), (1 − zz¯)) , (6.6)
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where xa is the anonial Minkowskian global oordinate system. Moreover, in order also
to understand the simpliity of (6.5), we have to take into aount that, in a at manifold,
the BMS group an be univoally redued to the Poinaré group whih is reeted in the
above formula through the absene of a pure supertranslational part. Thus, swithing
to the (super)momentum frame hanging the xa-variable with ka, we an substitute Z
∗ =
kal
a(z, z¯) in (5.4); sine eah ki = 0 and sine we an interpret the oeients k
a
of the rst
four harmonis as a Minkowskian oordinate frame, we end up exatly with the Poinaré
propagator:
D(k) =
i
ηµνkµkν +m2
.
General bakground
In a general bakground the analysis of the boundary theory and in partiular of (5.4) is
rather more ompliated even after the introdution of ut funtions. If we onsider a four
dimensional asymptotially at manifold (M4, gµν), the rst step would be the onstrution
of possible ut funtions in the hosen spae-time and this operation an be tehnially
diult. At present, Z(xa, z, z¯) has been suessfully analysed only in few spei examples
namely for the Shwartzshild and the Kerr metri [39℄, [40℄. In order to better larify this
diulty and in order to leave the paper self-onsistent, we briey review the onstrution
of the ut funtion for the Shwartzshild ase; in a Bondi referene frame (u, r, θ, ϕ), where
u = t− r − 2m log(r − 2m), the metri is
ds2 = (1− 2m
r
)du2 + 2dudr − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2),
whih an be onformally transformed by Ω = r−1 = l in
dsˆ2 = Ω2ds2 = 4(l2 −
√
8ml3)du2 − 4dudl − (dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2). (6.7)
In order to simplify the alulation, it is worth to notie that, due to spherial symmetry,
we an rst investigate the light one equation on the equatorial plane θ = π2 and then we
an generate all the possible solutions by a rigid rotation. Thus, starting form (6.7) and
swithing from (θ, ϕ) to omplex oordinates (z, z¯) via stereographi projetion, the light
one equation is
2(l2 −
√
8ml3)u˙− l˙ = 1, u¨+ 2(l −
√
18ml2)u˙2 = 0, (6.8)
ϕ¨ = 0, ϕ˙ = b, (l2 −
√
8ml3)u˙2 − u˙l˙ = b
2
4
, (6.9)
where b is a onstant. The above equations an be written in the following form:
u˙ =
1 + l˙
2(l2 −√8ml3) , l˙ = ±(
√
8mb2l3 − b2l2 + 1) 12 = ±
√
A, (6.10)
ds = ± dl√
A
, dϕ = ± b√
A
dl, (6.11)
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Keeping xed the light one apex xa = (u0, l0, z0, z¯0), we an realize from (6.10) that the
possible solutions to the above dierential equations are divided into two sets depending
on the sign of l˙. If we onsider l˙ < 0, we an integrate (6.10), (6.11) and, after a lengthy
alulation, the nal result is
u = u0 − 1
2
0∫
l0
b2√
A
dl′ +
1
2
0∫
l0
b2√
A+ 1
dl′, (6.12)
ϕ− ϕ0 = −
0∫
l0
b√
A
dl′.
In order to obtain the ut funtion, we have to perform the rotation along the θ-diretion
and this an be ahieved substituting the latter equation with
ϕ− ϕ0 = arccos(1− la(z, z¯)la(z0, z¯0)) = −
0∫
l0
bdl′√
A
, (6.13)
where la is given by (6.6). Sine we annot solve expliitly the above ellipti integrals, it is
impossible to give an expliit expression for u = Z(xa, z, z¯) and the latter an be written
only parametrially via (6.12) and (6.13).
Although a similar solution an be alulated for l˙ > 0, this would not improve
our understanding of the onstrution and of the properties of the ut funtion in the
Shwartzshild bakground. Instead, in the spirit of nding an holographi orrespondene
in an asymptotially at spae-time, it is important to stress that the above proedure
onrms the peuliar nature of the at senario
9
where it is easier to study an holographi
orrespondene due to the presene of an expliit analyti ut funtion. Nonetheless, al-
though in the Shwartzshild ase, the boundary data an be written only in a parametri
form, it is worth to notie that we still deal with a ut funtion without any supertransla-
tional omponent; thus, despite the presene of ellipti integrals, it is still oneivable, in a
future researh, to look for a solution to the propagator dierential equation (5.4) in this
bakground. As a nal remark, let us emphasize that the absene of any spherial harmoni
with l > 1 should not surprise sine it is known that the BMS group ould be univoally re-
dued to the Poinaré group by means of geometri arguments in any stationary spae-time
and the equations (6.12) and (6.13) simply reet this peuliar property.
A seond step, in order to study holography in an asymptotially at manifold via null
surfae formulation of general relativity, onsists in the study of the dierential equation for
the propagator in order to onstrut an expliit solution of (5.4); although, as mentioned
before several times, we lak a tehnique to omplete this task whenever the BMS group
annot be redued in a unique way to the Poinaré group as in Minkowski spae, we an
nonetheless draw some interesting onlusions: rst of all, with the introdution of ut
9
Let us notie that, in the limit of a vanishing Shwartzshild mass m → 0, (6.12) and (6.13) onverge
to the Minkowski ut funtion (6.5).
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funtions, we an interpret the oeients kµ as global oordinates in the bulk manifold
and, sine the pure supertranslations at as evolution diretions, we an interpret the dif-
ferential equation as onneting dierent Minkowski spae-times. We an also be tempted
to onjeture that the BMS eld theory, together with the ut funtions, allows for the
reonstrution of the bulk data in a neighbourhood of future (past) innity. A natural
question arising immediately is whether it is oneivable to extend the reonstrution of
bulk data far beyond those points where the metri an be approximated to a good degree
to ηµν . Although an answer to this question might be premature, we wish nonetheless to
onjeture a possible solution whih onsists in the following piture: until now, the set of
ut funtions ated as a pure kinematial data. Nonetheless, as explained in appendix B,
we an think to Z(xa, z, z¯) as a dynamial data allowing us to reonstrut univoally the
(onformal) bulk metri and satisfying a ertain set of equations equivalent to Einstein's
vauum equations (B.11, B.12, B.13, B.14) for general relativity. Swithing to this point of
view, one is entitled to substitute in the BMS ation the at metri with a generi metri
whih is no more an independent data, but it is a now dependent on the ut funtions i.e.
S =
∫
L2(S2)
dµ(Zx)φ(Zx)
[
gµν(Zx)DeµDeνφ(Zx)−m2φ(Zx)
]
+
+
∞∑
i=4
γi(Zx)Deiφ(Zx). (6.14)
Let us emphasise that this modiation does not hange any result at a lassial level with
the due exeption of the mass relation:
m2 = ηµνpµpν → m2 = gµν(Zx)pµpν .
Thus we believe that it ould be interesting to study if, (6.14) together with the equations for
the ut funtions (B.11, B.12, B.13, B.14), allows for a omplete holographi reonstrution
of bulk data.
7. Conlusions
In this paper we have studied some aspets of a quantum BMS eld theory and the rela-
tions with an holographi orrespondene in asymptotially at spae-times. In partiular,
through the leading example of a massive BMS salar eld we have sueeded in onstrut-
ing an ation for this partile and we have studied its partition and 2-point orrelation
funtion. Surprisingly the latter turned to be quite dierent from its ounterpart in an
ordinary Poinaré invariant quantum eld theory sine it is a dierential equation. Far
from being able to analytially solve it, we have nonetheless draw some onlusions namely
the pure supertranslational omponents of the 2-point funtion, whih are sterile at a las-
sial level, at as evolution diretions. Thus we have been able to interpret (5.4) as an
equation onneting the value of the propagator from one Poinaré subgroup of the BMS
to another; from one side this is not surprisingly sine there is not a unique way to on-
strut a Minkowski bakground in a neighbourhood of ℑ, namely one for eah element of
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L2(S2)/T 4, whereas from the other side it seems interesting to analyse suh result from
the perspetive of Ashtekar asymptoti quantisation program [30℄ where a key ingredient is
played by infrared setors eah of them labeled by a pure supertranslational element. Thus
it seems worth on its own for a future work to study BMS eld theory and its harateristis
despite its relation with holography. On this side instead, the onstrution of BMS ations
and orrelation funtions has emphasised that BMS invariane plays a neessary but not
a suient role to ompletely understand a possible bulk to boundary orrespondene. In
partiular the role of supertranslation L2(S2) as main kinematial data seems laking in-
sights on how to fully understand the boundary theory in the same way as T 4 does not allow
to plainly understand a Poinaré invariant theory in an (asymptotially) at bakground.
Thus we have introdued a new ingredient in our analysis: ut funtions i.e. maps
Z : M4 × S2 → R. As explained in the previous setion and in appendix B, in the null
surfae formulation of gravity they allow for a full reonstrution of the metri and of
Einstein's equations and, more important from our point of view, they an be interpreted
as boundary data. Using these funtions as the main variables and keeping in mind that the
rst four oeients of the spherial harmonis expansion of (6.1) dene a global pseudo
Minkowskian oordinate system, we have been able to relate the BMS orrelation funtion
with its bulk ounterpart in a at bakground.
In order to larify the overall piture and, sine in this paper we have always referred
to a boundary salar eld, we wish to briey swith the perspetive ommenting on how
the reonstrution of a bulk salar eld works in the language of null surfae formulation.
If we onsider a Minkowski bakground, the lassial dynami of a free bulk salar elds is
ompletely equivalent to its BMS ounterpart. As we have shown in the previous setions,
the pure supertranslational omponents are sterile and the BMS-Klein-Gordon equation
is dened on the mass hyperboloid as in a Poinaré invariant theory. The big dierene
instead lies at a quantum level; sine the quantum BMS eld theory does not distinguish
between dierent asymptotially at spae-times, the data of a bulk salar eld an be
reonstruted only if we add to the boundary BMS salar eld a spei hoie of a ut
funtion Z(xa, z, z¯). As we have shown in setion 6, the latter data allows for a seletion
in (5.4) of a spei solution of the dierential equation and the orret formula for the
2-point orrelation funtion for a free salar eld living in a at manifold is retrieved. In
a more generi setting, instead, the diulties we fae in order to solve the dierential
equation has not allowed us to draw a similar onlusion although it seems rather natural
to onjeture that a similar proedure holds for every asymptotially at spae-time and
for any free eld. To be more preise, we need to emphasise that Minkowski is in a lot
of ways a peuliar example sine we an reonstrut the whole bulk with a single square-
integrable ut funtion. On the opposite in a generi manifold, the funtion Z(xa, z, z¯) is
neither single valued neither smooth exept for a suitable neighbourhood of ℑ+. Thus, in
this senario, we do not expet to reonstrut the whole bulk/boundary orrespondene
from a single ut funtion; furthermore, in future analysis, we will need to overome two
possible diulties: the rst is rather tehnial and it is related to the fat that light ones
develop austis i.e. points where the desription of the spae-time through the eikonal
funtion fails and these points an be haraterised by the divergene of (6.3). A seond
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problem omes from the at metri whih is intrinsi in the BMS ation; this is a natural
ingredient for a theory living on ℑ± where the metri is indeed ηµν but, it seems to us that,
if we wish to reonstrut the data of elds living on a urved bulk bakground, we lak
the information from the metri itself. A possible way to overome this problem has been
suggested at the end of the previous setion substituting ηµν with a generi metri gµν(Z)
whih is dependent on the ut funtion itself. This trik would in priniple allow us to solve
the above mentioned problem but alulations for the propagator appear now rather more
diult.
As a nal remark, we wish to omment on the onstrution of an S-matrix within
the setting we have onsidered. As it has been pointed out in [7℄, the overall piture,
whih emerges from a BMS approah to holography, is rather similar to 't Hooft analysis
in the ontext of blak holes (see [45℄ and [46℄ for a reent review and developments).
Without entering into details, in this latter senario, an S-matrix ansatz is assumed and
the desription is given in a rst quantized set up; the holographi elds live on the future
and on the past horizon and they depend only upon angular oordinates. If we onsider
two suh elds, namely u(θ, ϕ) and v(θ, ϕ), the high degree of non loality of this approah
is fully enoded in the operator algebra
[u(θ, ϕ), v(θ′, ϕ′)] = if(θ − θ′, ϕ− ϕ′),
where f is the Green funtion of the Laplaian operator ating on the angular horizon
oordinates. If we take into aount that non loality is a fundamental request of an
holographi theory and if we onsider the peuliar dependane upon the angular variables,
the similarity with the data of a BMS eld theory developed in this paper are rather
surprising; thus the overall piture whih emerges from our analysis supports the onjeture
that it is possible to onstrut an S-matrix in an asymptotially at spae-time with in and
out states living respetively on ℑ+ and ℑ− with elds arrying BMS labels. Furthermore
we believe that this idea is not antithetial to the philosophy of this paper where we have
foused our attention on developing a quantum BMS eld theory living on ℑ+ or on ℑ− and
where we have looked for an implementation of the holographi orrespondene through
an analysis of the orrelation funtions. On the ontrary, the introdution of the null
surfae approah as a tool to ompare bulk and boundary data has shown that the angular
dependene is a neessary feature of a BMS eld as in 't Hooft approah. Nonetheless a
diret onstrution of suh a mapping is still a big task far from being omplete; as pointed
in [8℄, one of the main diulties in this diretion lies in the existene of non trivial IR
setors whih are labeled by pure supertranslation. As suggested at the end of setion 5
and more in detail in setion 6, this peuliar behaviour is enoded in the boundary data by
means of the spei dependene of BMS elds upon ut funtions with a non vanishing
pure supranslational term; thus we believe that this spei harateristi of the boundary
data should be one of the key aspets in the onstrution of the S-matrix but a solution of
this task is still not available and this topi is left for future investigations.
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A. Elements of white noise as an innite dimensional alulus
The aim of this appendix is to give some knowledge of innite dimensional alulus and
white noise analysis in order to keep the paper self-ontained. We will onentrate mainly
on denitions and appliations that have been useful throughout the paper and we leave
the details of demonstrations and the development of deeper appliations to foundational
books [23℄, [24℄.
Let us onsider a real separable Hilbert spae H with norm ||, || and let us onsider an
operator A in H suh that there exists an orthonormal basis {ζj} satisfying the following
onditions:
1. Aζj = λjζj, ∀j
2. 1 < λ1 ≤ λ2... ≤ λj ≤ ...,
3. there exists α ∈ R+ suh that
∑
λ−αj <∞.
If, as an example, we onsider the Hilbert spae L2(S2) and the anonial base of spherial
harmonis any operator J2 + ǫ, where ǫ > 1 and where J is the angular momentum, plays
the role of A.
The white noise spae assoiated to (H, A) an be onstruted in the following way: for
eah positive integer p dene the element |ζ|p = ||Apζ|| and the set Ep = {ζ ∈ H; |ζ|p <∞}.
Let us all the projetive limit of {Ep p > 0} as E and E ′ its dual. This allows us to dene
the Gelfand triplet
E ⊂ Ep ⊂ H ⊂ E ′p ⊂ E ′. p ≥ 0
Through the Minlos theorem [27℄ we an introdue the unique probability measure µ ∈ E ′
and the omplex Hilbert spae of square-integrable funtions respet to this measure i.e.
H′ = L2(H, µ). From now on this will be our referene spae and we will introdue operators
ating on H′. The rst step is to dene a Gelfand triplet also for this Hilbert spae; this
task an be ahieved through the Ito-Wiener lemma whih allows us to uniquely express
eah element φ ∈ H′ as
φ =
∞∑
n=0
In(fn), fn ∈ H⊗nc
where H⊗nc is the omplexiation of the symmetri tensor produt of H and where In is
the multiple Wiener-integral (see hapter 3 in [24℄ for an analysis). Let us now introdue
the operator Γ(A) suh that
Γ(A)φ =
∞∑
n=0
In(A
⊗nfn).
We an now repeat the onstrution of a Gelfand triplet dening for eah p > 0 the norm
||φ||p = ||Γ(A)pφ||,
and, onsequently,
Tp =
{
φ ∈ L2(H) ||φ||p <∞
}
.
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Introduing the projetive limit of {Tp p > 0} as T and its dual spae T ∗, we have the
Gelfand triplet assoiated to H′
T ⊂ Tp ⊂ H′ ⊂ T ∗p ⊂ T ∗.
Let us now introdue some suitable operations on the above varieties. In partiular let us
dene the so-alled S-transform of an element Φ ∈ T ∗ as the funtion
SΦ(x) = 〈〈Φ, : e<·,x> :〉〉, (A.1)
where 〈〈, 〉〉 is the internal produt on H′ = L2(H, dµ) (in order to avoid onfusions with
the norm ||, || in H) and where
: e<x,h> := e<x,h>−
1
2
||h||2.
A seond transformation we an introdue is the T -transform whih assigns to eah funtion
Φ ∈ T ∗ the funtion
T Φ(x) = 〈〈Φ, ei<·,x>〉〉. (A.2)
Let us now introdue ontinuous linear operators ating on the spae of test-funtions; in
partiular for any φ ∈ T we an dene the Gateaux derivative or the diretional derivative
along the diretion y ∈ E ′ as
Dyφ(x) = lim
ǫ→0
φ(x+ ǫy)− φ(x)
ǫ
. (A.3)
Let us stress that, given η ∈ E , the operator Dη admits a unique extension by ontinuity
to a ontinuous linear operator D˜η on T ∗.
A seond fundamental operator whih has to be dened on T is the multipliation operator
Qη (η ∈ E):
Qηφ(x) =< x, η > φ(x). (A.4)
As for the Gateaux derivative, the multipliation operator admits a unique extension by
ontinuity to a ontinuous linear operator Q˜η on T ∗. A further important onept for the
theory of operators ating on Hilbert spaes is the adjuntion i.e., for any operator J ∈ T ,
we dene the adjoint operator J∗ ∈ T ∗ as
〈〈J∗Φ, φ〉〉 = 〈〈Φ, Jφ〉〉. Φ ∈ T ∗, φ ∈ T (A.5)
Moreover, if J is a ontinuous linear operator, then this property holds also for the adjoint
operator.
We stress to the reader the dierene between the operators D∗η and D˜y albeit both are
dened on T ∗. This dierene an be further emphasised by the following ommutation
relation
10
: [
D˜η,D
∗
y
]
=< y, η > I on T ∗ ∀η ∈ E , y ∈ E ′ (A.6)[
Dy,D
∗
η
]
=< y, η > I on T ∀η ∈ E , y ∈ E ′ (A.7)
10
Here we only refer to the non vanishing ommutation relations
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A useful set of identities that holds and relates the multipliation and the derivative ope-
rators is the following:
Qη = Dη +D
∗
η, (A.8)
Q˜η = D˜η +D
∗
η. (A.9)
An important onsequene of (A.8) is the denition of integration by parts within the realm
of Gaussian measures i.e., for any φ,ψ ∈ T ,
∫
E ′
(Dηφ)ψ(x)dµ(x) = −
∫
E ′
φ(x) [(Dηψ) (x)− < x, η > ψ(x)] dµ(x).
We are now in position to introdue the onept of Fourier transform Φˆ of a generalised
funtion Φ ∈ T ∗ as the unique element whose S-transform is
SΦˆ(x) = (−ix)(SΦ)e− 12<x,x>, ∀x ∈ Ec
where the subsript stands for the omplexiation of E . At a level of transformations we
an relate the Fourier transform F to the other transforms as
F = T −1S. (A.10)
Although the above denition is highly non trivial, F shares several ommon properties
with its nite-dimensional ounterpart. In partiular, when it is applied to the dierential
and multipliation operators, the following identities hold:
FD˜η = iQ˜ηF , (A.11)
FD∗x = −iD∗xF , (A.12)
FQ˜η = iD˜ηF . (A.13)
A last important remark is related to a reiterate appliation of the Fourier transform; in
order to orretly address this issue, let us introdue the reetion map ρ : T ∗ → T ∗ suh
that (see [23℄)
S(ρΦ)(x) = SΦ(−x).
Thus the following identity holds:
F = ρS−1T ,
and, from (A.10),
F2 = ρ and F4 = Id.
Let us stress that, with the due exeption of this appendix, throughout the paper the
domain of denition of all the funtions is impliit and it is never expliitly stated.
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B. Null surfae formulation of general relativity
In this appendix we review the main developments and tehniques that lead to an equivalent
formulation of general relativity through harateristi surfaes sine we believe that this
approah to the desription of the dynami of the gravitational eld plays a fundamental
role in the quest to nd an holographi desription in asymptotially at spae-times.
Let us onsider an asymptotially at spae-time M with boundary ℑ± and a given
metri gab; if we onsider a point xa ∈ M , we an onstrut the light one with apex xa
through the null geodesi equation L(xa, x
′
a) = 0 where x
′
a is a generi point on the one. If
we send x′a to the boundary ℑ+, we an introdue a Bondi oordinate frame (u, r = 0, z, z¯)
and we an rewrite the light one equation as [32℄:
L(xa, u, z, z¯) = 0, (B.1)
whih an be inverted in the variable u as
u = Z(xa, z, z¯), (B.2)
whih will be the fundamental equation in the null surfae desription of general relativity.
It is imperative to stress that, sine (B.2) is the inverse of (B.1), a priori it is not globally
dierentiable or single valued. Nonetheless, at least loally (i.e. in a suitable open set of
x′a = (u, z, z¯)), the funtion Z is either dierentiable either single valued. Moreover we an
draw the following onlusions on the Z-funtion:
• keeping xed the point xa in (B.2), this equation desribes the so alled light-one ut
i.e. the intersetion Cxa between the light one Nxa with apex xa and the boundary
ℑ+ or, more analytially, Z is a map from the S2-set of light like diretions starting
from xa into a suitable two dimensional surfae embedded in ℑ+.
• keeping xed instead the boundary point x′a = (u, z, z¯), (B.2) desribes the past
light-one of x′a.
• the funtion Z(xa, z, z¯) is highly non loal.
• at a geometri level, Z(xa, z, z¯) is a setion of the null bundle (M4×S2,M4, π) where
π is the trivial projetion and where
gabZ,aZ,b = 0,
i.e. Z is a harateristi surfae.
Let us stress that the light one uts are not regular surfaes exept in some peuliar ase
as Minkowski spae-time. In general, these surfaes an develop austis or self-interations
but nonetheless Cxa will be always homotopially equivalent to S2 [38℄. In the language of
ber bundles this is equivalent to state that the funtion Z is not a global setion but it is
only loal and that the light one uts an be desribed as suitable projetions of smooth
two-dimensional surfaes embedded in a larger spae i.e. the otangent bundle T ∗(ℑ+).
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Sine the key idea is to onsider (B.2) as the fundamental variable, a natural question
whih arises is if it is possible to onstrut a metri gab(x) (whih is the fundamental eld
in general relativity) starting from an arbitrary funtion Z(xa, z, z¯) whih also implies that
the uts Cxa belong only to a ertain lass of non loal funtion apable of produing a
loal eld in the bulk M4. The question has been dealt with and it has been answered in
[32℄ where the authors impose suitable onditions both on the metri omponents and on
the set of funtions Z(xa, z, z¯) in order to orretly assoiate to eah Z a non vanishing
symmetri tensor eld qab(x) suh that
qab(x)Z,aZ,b = 0.
Without entering the details of the derivation, let us only review the main results; let us
introdue the edth derivative operator ð (see [41℄ for a denition) and the tetrad basis
Θia = (Z,a, ðZ,a, ð¯Z,a, ðð¯Z,a) in suh a way that the metri omponents an be written as
qij = qabΘiaΘ
j
b.
Applying reursively the derivatives ð and ð¯, we end up with the following onstraints on
qij :
q00 = q0+ = q0− = 0, (B.3)
q+−
q01
= −1 q
++
q01
= −Λ1 q
−−
q01
= −Λ¯1, (B.4)
q+1
q01
= −1
2
(ð¯Λ1 + Λ1W¯ )
q−1
q01
= −1
2
(ðΛ¯1 + Λ¯1W, ), (B.5)
ð ln q01 = W ð¯ ln q01 = W¯ , (B.6)
q11
q01
= −2ǫ(Λ0,Λ1,Λ−), (B.7)
where ǫ is a real funtion (see appendix A in [32℄ for an expliit expression), Λ(x, z, z¯) = ð2Z,
Λ,a = ΛiΘ
i
a andW =
∂Λ1−2Λ−
Λ1
+∂ lnP with P = (1−Λ1Λ¯1)−1. The ut funtion Z(xa, z, z¯)
or, more properly, its seond derivative has to satisfy the following equations:
Λ+ = W − 1
2
(
Λ1W¯ + ð¯Λ1 + ð lnP
)
and .c., (B.8)
ðǫ+ ǫ(W − 2Π1) + (1− Π+
2
)(ðΛ1 + Λ1W¯ )+
−1
2
(ðΛ¯1 + Λ¯1W )Π− +Π0 = 0 and .c., (B.9)
where Π is a funtion of Z and its derivatives (still see appendix A in [32℄ for a denition).
Moreover if we want to dene a Lorentzian metri, we have to impose a further ondition:
det (qab) < 0 =⇒ det (qij) = (q01)4P > 0, (B.10)
or equivalently P > 0⇐⇒ |Λ1| < 1.
Thus the set of funtions satisfying the above onditions allow us to write a Lorentzian
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metri and, onsequently, the onnetion and urvature tensor as funtionals only of the
ut equation. Nonetheless this ondition is not suient sine this does not grant us that
the metri satises Einstein equations. In order to impose also this requirement, one has
to realize [42℄, [43℄ that, in order to reformulate general relativity in terms of equations for
families of surfaes, one also needs to introdue a seond funtion Ω(xa, z, z¯) that ats as a
onformal fator turning the onformal metris onstruted from the harateristi surfaes
u = Z(xa, z, z¯) into an Einstein metri. Thus the vauum Einstein equations beome (see
as an example [44℄)
D2Ω = Q(Λ)Ω, (B.11)
where Q = − 14q (DΛ¯1DΛ1)− 38q2 (Dq)2 + 14qD2q, q = 1 − Λ1Λ¯1 and D = ∂∂(ð¯ðZ) . Moreover
both Λ and Ω have to satisfy the following onsisteny equations:
ðΩ = W (Λ,1)Ω, (B.12)
ðΛ,1 − 2Λ,− = (W + ð(ln q))Λ,1, (B.13)
ð
2Λ = ð¯
2
Λ. (B.14)
At this stage we need to emphasise that, although the above set of dierential equations is
rather diult to solve in a general senario, it an be simplied for regular asymptotially
at spae-times. In partiular, as shown in details in [36℄, if we introdue the asymptoti
Bondi shear σ(u, z, z¯), (B.12), (B.13), (B.14) an be substituted by the equation:
ð
2
ð¯
2
Z = ð¯
2
σR + ð
2σR +N [Z,Ω], (B.15)
where N is a ompliated funtion of Λ and its derivatives (see [36℄ for the expliit expres-
sion) and σR represents the freely hosen Bondi shear with the u−variable substituted by
Z(xa, z, z¯).
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